DATE: December 10, 2021
TO: Potential Respondents
FROM: Carrie Stoeckert – Senior Construction Contract Coordinator
SUBJECT: Addendum #1
RFP752-22-253599CS
UNT Highland Street Garage Safety Banners Turnkey Solution

This Addendum is being issued to provide corrected sizing of banners, provide the code requirement for the installation of the banners and additional information as to the fasteners:

**Sizing of Banners:**

- Vendor to provide material and labor:
  - Three (3) 53’ h x 26’ w: Digital print banners on standard 8-ounce, 70/30 mesh vinyl with 35% airflow.
  - Vendor may also provide an alternate option of 60/40 mesh vinyl.

**Code Requirement:**

Code requirement for installation of the banners: 2015 IBC, Chapter 16, Appendix H107

**Fastner Requirements:**

Please provide similar or better as follows:

- 10” J-hook. (see additional information on next page)
  - Need 1 bracket for every 4’ along the perimeter plus extra 4 for the corners.
Rigid Flex - Large Banner Wall Mounting System - 10" & 4.5"

A 1 - 10" or 4.5" J-Hook w/ 2-Nuts and a Washer
B 1 - 3/8" Cement Expansion Lag Anchor w/Lag Screw and Washer
C 1 - 2" Heavy Duty 90° Angle Bracket